
CONGRATULATIONS!

IMPORTANT

You have just purchased a Hammock Chair imported by The Hammock Co a division of OZtrail. 
Comfortable and supportive, it is ideal on a verandah, under the branch of a tree, or inside from a beam or a ceiling joist. 
Note that these instructions can also be applied to our other Hammock Chairs – Deluxe Hammock Chair, Hammock Sofa Chair and 
Hammock Sofa Chair with Arms Rest. Your hammock comes with a 12-month warranty on all materials and workmanship from the date 
of purchase, provided you follow these instructions carefully.

The pole has two grooves at each end. 
Untwist the sling and hook the two smaller loops onto each inner groove at the end of the pole.

Once you have attached the sling, hook the two end loops of the hammock chair onto the two outer grooves of the 
pole (check that the end strings of the hammock chair are not twisted – they should fan evenly. 

Please refer to the image on the left.

Please read these instructions thoroughly before using 
your Hammock Chair.
Store in a cool, dry place when not in use.
This is NOT a swing. Children using this product must be 
supervised at all times.
Do not use if product has any faulty part, including the 
strings, fabric, hammock eye or timber pole.

Please check your hammock safe capacity each and 
every time prior to using. Do not use it more than the 
recommended safe capacity.
Do NOT leave your hammock outdoors in the rain or 
expose it to direct sunlight when not in use. This will 
deteriorate the hammock lifespan. Dry your hammock 
before storing it back in the bag.

You will only need one strong point from which to hang your chair. A strong exposed beam, pergola or 
sturdy brance (of your favorite tree!) are all ideal.
To attach, use a rope with a loop knot or bowline tied at one end. Pass the rope around the beam or brance 
and through the loop (see Figure 2). You can also use our Hammock Hanging Pack accessory.
If your beam is not exposed, ise a ‘screw eye’ (Figure 3) to attache the rope. This method is suitable for a 
verandah or ceiling joist. Make sure the hoole you drill is small enoughnto make a very tight fit. Dyna bolts 
can be used in concrte ceilings but consult an expert to make sure your situation is suitable. 

To attach, use a rope with a loop knot or bowline tied at one end. Pass the rope around the beam or brance 
and through the loop (see Figure 2). You can also use our Hammock Hanging Pack accessory.  If your 
beam is not exposed, use a ‘screw eye’ (Figure 3) to attach the rope. This method is suitable for a verandah 
or ceiling joist. Make sure the hole you drill is small enough to make a very tight fit.  Dyna bolts can be used 
in concrete ceilings but consult an engineer to make sure your situation is suitable.

HANGING& ATTACHING YOUR HAMMOCK CHAIR

ASSEMBLING YOUR HAMMOCK CHAIR

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Designed & Imported by OZtrail Leisure Products
71 Charles Ulm Place, Eagle Farm QLD 4009, Australia| Web: www.hammockco.com.au or www.oztrail.com.au | 
Warranty –For information and an explanation of the OZtrail warranty see www.oztrail.com.au/warranty

You can wash your hammock chair (the cotton fabric part). Tie a knot on each end string to prevent tangles. Hand wash with cold water and 
mild detergent on its own. Spread out your hammock chair after washing as the dyes in the fabric may bleed. Do not use a dryer, hang your 
hammock out to dry and spread the weave out as much as possible.
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